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Preface
v
, This thesis originally was begun as a survey of the 
Mennonites and their influence upon the Horthwest* In the 
course of my investigation into these people, 1 came across 
a group in Montana called the Hutterites* Surprisingly 
enough I found that the history of these people was practi­
cally unknown at the University of Montana, and in general, 
to the world at large* Few of the hooks in the English 
language on present day communistic societies mentions the 
Hutterites* The Encyclopedia Britennica, though it mentions 
other communistic groups, makes no mention of the Hutterite 
Colonies* in the Montana State University library I found 
only two books having titles directly relating to this sub­
ject*
Later, I had the opportunity to visit and talk with 
these people* They were simple and industrious folk, who— 
realized that much of the opposition to them in Montana was. 
caused by the fact that most people were ignorant of their 
way of life. Urged on by the feeling that ignorance causes 
fear and fear causes persecution of minority groups, I began" 
to write this thesis on the Hutterian Brethren* Incomplete 
as this material may be, I hope it will in some way help bring 
about a better understanding between the Hutterite Church and
those people who pause be- read it* ■ I fear© endeavored to be 
nou^pattiaani presenting the material a® it was presented 
to me*
I am deeply Indebted to Hovorend Joseph Stahl and
bis daughter, Hiss M m  Stahl of the King Colony Eanoh, lewis*
town, Montana for their interest, in ay work*; X m  honored
by the trust whim they placed in aej allowing me to keep in
ay possession and use many, valuable books from their eelleo*
tioa« I am also indebted to-all those who' so. kindly answered
ay letters and sent me helpful information.. To the library
*+
staff of Montana State University for tbeir kind aid and to 
9** furl .Bennett. and £p» *aol e* Phillips for their guidance 
and helpful criticism, I extend my thanks#
Kenneth Charles Thomas
INTRODUCTORY
It is clearly recogniaed that the history of the Ana- 
baptists, especially that of the Hutterites, Has not been 
gives the attention it merits* The Anabaptist movement has 
been either ignored or misjudged. Various books on Reforma­
tion History give it only a scant notioe*
The real roots of the Anabaptist movement lie in the 
social and economic life of the middle ages* The petty nobles 
in the country lived in straitened circumstances, but the 
greater nobles often were princes and were well content with 
their positions* Life among the lower classes and the peasants 
was extremely hard* Hunger, cold and malnutrition were the 
lot of these ©lasses*' The landless workmen fared little bet­
ter, and it was often impossible for them to find work* These 
classes found it almost impossible to rise in the economic 
scale, and they possessed no security for the future.
This was the setting for the rise of the Anabaptist
movement, and the simple people, who could neither read nor
write, listened to religious propaganda and criticism of the
established church♦ Luther's doctrine of justification by
faith alone, as taught in the scriptures, was disappointing, 
as the Anabaptists expected immediate and striking social
and religious results from his teachings* As death and i*a-
vil-1
prlsonment removed most of the leaders, many of ivhom were men 
of learning and refinement, the groups of Anabaptists fell 
more and more under the spell of men of little Knowledge, and 
extreme and fanatical doctrines and practices became common* 
Even while Luther was in biding in the Wartburg, the
new freedom in religion produced some interesting groups*
1 ; •
Prom v Saxon Zwickau three prophets name to Wiitenburg— Nfoho*
las Storch and an unnamed friend, weavers and a former student
of Melanchthon named Stubner. Storch prophesied God’s speedy
< ■
judgjknent upon the world— the end would come in five or seven
years; all the unrighteous would be slain, and only those
professing the true faith and who had been rebaptized would
be left* Stubner argued against the baptism of infants*
hiunzer, another of the Zwickau prophets, was to exert
much influence* He admired .Storch, whom he thought inspired
by the Holy Spirit, wherefore he Knew more about things divine
than any priest; for Muozer believed that a special inner ■ ' » / 
voice taught man how to Interpret the Bible and that whatever
was taught had binding value over every dictum of the church
and her theologians* Munzer thought that visions end dreams
were important, but he inveighed against priests, altars,
pictures, images and the use of Latin in the service. He
claimed to hold a special commission from God to found a new
kingdom in which, following the example of apostolic days.
Ix
equality of social status and eoaattnity of goods were to be 
established* He settled as a pastor in Alstedt in Thuringia 
and married a fugitive nun* He was killed at Fraakenhaueen 
on May 15, 1525, during the Peasant’s War when trying to com- 
maad his disorderly followers* For centuries following, the 
leading theologians of Protestantism asserted that the Swiss 
Brethren, Hutterites and Mennonites were, in the final anal­
ysis, the same sect as the "Muneterites"* The nickname *fAna- 
baptlsta" was forced upon them against1 their continued pro­
tests, though this name had, through the excesses of the 
Munsterltes, become a stench in the nostrils of western Chris- 
tend cue*
The founders of the Swiss Brethren Church, Conrad 
Gretoel, Felix Mans' and others, had been zealous followers of
TJlrioh Zwingli until he, contrary to his earlier reformation
•*
program, decided in favor of a course which led to a union 
of church and state, involving compulsory church membership#
At the same time Zwingli began to attack infant baptism, a 
practice which he had previously favored* After civil author­
ities had decided in favor of Zwingli and made infant baptism 
compulsory, Grebel and his friends, in the third week of Jan­
uary, 1525, began a practice of believers1 baptism and organ­
ized themselves as a church# Thus they forsook and renounced 
the Roman Catholic Church— not the Reformed Church, which did
-X
mot. ret fk# tew** mm abolishe* in teteii m. looter
of 1939 r ami- tMo <tate oaife* t&* Mfibh of tfeo tofoaaet ©Jterô  
16 Zuvi&h*. The Mbmwim Bret&ren differed i$m  the M s s  
Es?«ttô e6 "ftoaar aaliol Memmooitfs) as&nXy by tbelr ifaotie# r 
of "bariflg all tilings |m eejnuHi*"
CHAPTER X 
THE HISTORY Of THE CHORCH
The history of the Hutterite Brethren is a history of 
a group of Christians who are determined to give religion a 
rightful place in their lives, and who have earnestly striven 
to attempt the restoration of the faith and life of the 
Church* This group of earnest, hut misunderstood people, de­
scend from the Swiss Brethren who constitute the oldest of 
the ’'Anabaptist* bodies.1 All who disowned or did not prac­
tice infant baptism and practiced the baptism of believers 
were called Anabaptists* Among those who were given this 
name were various sects, Including those led by Augustin Bader, 
John of Leiden, Jan fan Battecburg and David Joris* These 
groups, in doctrine and practice, differed radically from 
the Swiss Brethren, which included the Hutterites and the 
Mennonltes*2 These two latter groups showed a striking agree­
ment In doctrine and practice, and maintained themselves in 
spite of the severest persecutions*2
^John Horsch, The Hutterlan Brethren. (1538-1931). Mennoaite Historical 8ociety,. Goshen, Ind., 193l, p. 1.
gXbia>. p. 3*
^Mise Anne Stahl of The Hutterische Church Society of Lewistown, Montanâ , to Kenneth Thomas, January 23, 1949."The Hutterite Church and other Mennonite groups are 
similar in very many respects* They differ only in that the Hutterites practice the community of goods, while Mennonltes 
own their property individually*"
The founders of the hutterlan Brotherhood were Swiss 
Brethren refugees who had coxae from various parts of South 
Germany and the Tyrol to Moravia. Xn 1529, Jacob Kutter of 
Moos in the Tyrol was sent to visit and counsel the Brethren 
in Moravia* He came to Austerlitz in Moravia and united 
with the Church* Through the efforts of Butter and his as­
sistants strict discipline and order were established in 
the organization*^ The following years were a period of per­
secution and terror for the Church* Its members were driven 
from Moravia into Transylvania* Following the Thirty Years 
War the Brethren were driven from Transylvania to Hungary* 
Here they lived for a while under the protection of the Great 
Lords who used them to manage and work their estates* In 
1759, Marla Theresa was Empress and an arch Cathollo. Under 
her the Jesuits carried out a severe attack on the Brother­
hoods*
*John Horsofa, The Hutterlan Brethren. (1528-1959). Mennonite Historical Society, Goshen, fad*, 1931, p. 9, says this of Rutter. "Of Jacob Butter’s early life nothing is known* Evidently he had attended a good common school, for he was able to express himself well in writing* The name Hutter (Huter) means hatter, and hat making was his early .oc­cupation* He was a man of firm convictions and deep conse­cration, of eminent organizing talent and great will power* During his imprisonment in Innsbruck the most cruel torture was employed to force him to recant* ""Be remained steadfast 
and true to the faith" says an early chronicler, 'os a Chris­
tian hero. Finally he was, by the evil sons of Caiaphas and Pilate* tied to a stake and burned alive* With great joy he gave his life as h testimony to the truth*"
la 1788, Catherine IX, impress of Russia, in need of 
experienced farmers to work the lauds newly acquired from the 
lurks, north of the Black Sea, incited the German Memonltes 
to move to Russia* Their traveling expenses were paid and 
tread was furnished them until they could grow a crop, and 
other assistance was given the® along with the. promise of re* 
ligious freedom and exemption from military duty* fher© was 
also a large .grant of land made in the beautiful Dnieper and 
helotschna valley#8
the first 'transports of two hundred- and twenty-eight 
families arrived'In Tauflen, Xuly SO, 1786, In 1803 and 1804, 
about three hundred families went to Russia, and during the 
next fifteen years some three' hundred more-settled there#8 
these latter left. Germany during the Napoleonic War because 
they were' being forced into military service* In Russia the 
groups were allowed local .self-government* Each district had 
Its auditor, church treasurer, toad overseer, commissioners 
end board of education* Each village had its officers and 
the minister supervised the religious education, while the 
village school'.gave .instructions in elementary branches'and
%azel y* loynes, Meanonlte Settlements ■ In North Da-Mta, North Dakota'State ililoricil 'Society, Bismarck, North Iota, % m f vox#; in, p* sat*.
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definitely promised freedom from military service# President 
©rant’s inaugural address of 1893 also carried reassuring
promises, "Rather do 1 believe that our Great Maker is pre-
)\ •paring the world, in M s  own good time, to become one nation, 
speaking on© language, and when Armies and Navies will be no 
longer required#’*8
In tft© Spring of 1873, fourteen delegates were sent to 
America from tto Choritz, Moltaohna and Crimean Monnonite© 
and Hutterites, With the aid of the various Canadian Govern-* 
meat officials and United States land agents these delegates 
were mad© acquainted with the open areas of Canada, Kansas, 
Nebraska, Minnesota and Bafcots. The Middle West with its 
cheap or homestead lands offered the logical choices#
With great simplicity and directness the delegates 
went directly to Washington to discuss the question of the 
military requirements of the United States with President 
Grant himself#^
%amoa 33# Biofcardsoa, Messages and Pacers of t|ie Pres­
idents, New York, 1807, p# 4 l W  SaHrttde -̂ oungV %  RecorT Concerning Menaonite Immigration", American Historical Re­
view. Now York, April,1 M U *  Vol. OTS,No# STpTTOSTT'
% *  S# State Department, Ml^elMncous Letters., Aug** ust, 1873, Part Is 1* M# Hofer, ’’The Diary or Paul Tsohetter, 
18|S% I|%on|M a t M U  • OQBtMkt Indiana, July 1981,
*This material is from a diary which Paul Tschetter, one of the fourteen delegates, kept concerning the entire Amer­
ican trip# The diary is still in existone© and is in posses­
It is upon these conferences that the Hutterites and
, 11
the Mennonltes based their claim for exemption from military 
service* In these conferences Gran% did not speak positively 
nor make any promises hut he only expressed his opinion and
sion of Mr* Tschetterfe son of Chicago, 111.
"Thursday, July 19th, This morning I wrote a petition to the President of the United Statesi PETITION TO THE PRE3IDEKT OP THE UNITED STATES. We, the delegates, appeal in this petition that In case there should be a war, that we should he free for at least 50 years from everything that concerns war; after 50 years we are willing to pay as all others* The other governmental expenses we are willing to pay as all other citizens* We wish to be as obedient children to the Government in all matters that are not against our conscience*But we cannot partake in anything that pertains to the military, and pray that we may enjoy here in peace, what in Russia we are exiled for* We also desire to know whether we may be permitted to form our colony in one community; and have our own $er- . man schools; whether we may control our own schools; whether we may establish our own f o m  of local gov­ernment in our colonies as it fits us, and whether we may be freed from the holding of office and also jury-service and such like; and also whether we stall be free to vote or not.We also desire to know under what conditions we may secure government land, and how many acres each person can have, and how old a person must be to obtain land; whether we may be freed from taking the oath, and whether our yea and nay will be re­garded as sufficient, for swearing is just as muoh a matter of conscience with us as the matter of war, according to the word of our Lord and Saviour, 
Jesus Christ; and whether In case our consciences should be violated we might have the privilege of 
emigrating from America•If we, the delegates, can secure the above men­tioned privileges, our brethren in Russia will be 
encouraged to emigrate to America. But if they 
cannot secure this, the emigration will be small; for moot of them do not wish to risk the dangers
7
left the matter to Congress*10 The Brethren must bare been 
reasonably assures for in the Spring of 1874 two hundred and 
fifty members of the Hutterite Church left Russia and jour*
connected with emigration with something uncer­tain*
Such Is our humble prayer to his Excellency, the President of the United States, that he may give us a clear answer to this petition so that we poor and oppressed people may know what to do#Delegates Paul Tsehetter 
Lorenz Tsehetter
July 36, 1873
When we arrived at the Presidents home we were introduced to President Grant by Hiller, an American, who conducted the Mennonlie delegation on their tour of the United States# The Presi­dent received us in the most friendly manner and we presented our petition to him personally.After reading it very carefully the President re­plied that w© must have patience to wait for an answer to our petition. But slnoe we are to leave Hew York for home on the Cimbria, August 2, Hiller assured us that he would send ua the Pres­ident *s reply.”
10Xbid.. pp. 317-318.Several weeks after the Tsohetters had reached their homes In Russia, they received the following reply to their petition to the President.Washington, Sept. 5, 1873 
”Th© President sent to me the petition of the Meaaonite delegates, and the reason for the delay In the answer Is this: at the time of the
meeting of the Mennonltes with the President he was told that they wished to depart in a few days. The only answer that could be given was that the President could not guarantee them the assurances they desired.
They wished guarantees of exemption from mil­itary service and also jury service. They desired 
also to be free from the payment of substitute mon­
ey in case of draft; and the right to govern their
8
neyed to the North Dakota Territory, United State* of America, 
a wilderness atill held by the Indiana of the plain*# In 
the next five yeara a few more followed and three Bruderhofs 
were eatahliahed near what i* now Mitchell, South Dakota#11 
Most of the early settlers decided on the community life of 
the old order# Two Bruderhofs, known a* the Bon Homme and
Wolf ereek Colonies,were established not far from the Hebraska
/
own schools#
Since personal military service, citizenship obligations, jury service, and control over schools are all matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the various states in which they wish to set­tle, the President says that he cannot exempt them from the laws of the states and the laws to which other citizens are subject# As to the pay­ing of substitute money for fifty years, that 
too, is beyond his power of promising# It is true, however that for the next fifty years we will not be entangled in another war in which military service will be necessary# But should it be necessary there is little likelihood that Congress would find justification in freeing them 
from duties which are asked of other citizens#It is impossible therefore to grant the ans­wer which you (Hiller) and the delegates wished 
before their departure. 1 had to wlthold the answer until I had the opportunity to see the 
President• With greatest obedience Tour humble servant 
Hamilton Fish"
11 Joseph K# Howard, "The Hutterites i Puzzle for 
Patriots", Pacific spectator. Stanford University Press, Stanford, Calif.Winter, lt48, p* 82#
border**® la 1677* seventeen aMiblonal families established 
themselves at t o  Springs , Beabh Dakota , while another group 
case la 1879* All. the groups wMcb practiced CGmmuntty of 
goods la Russia continued the practice in the new land and 
wars Joined ty ok&oro**®'. About half of the Hutterlan immi* 
grants settled la the Bruderhefs* The unending labor of 
these settlers woa trm the dry prairie an aAaqpate. living 
though thousands of other homesteaders starved. As- a result/ 
their numbers increased and more land was.secured until by 
1914* the total number of Bruderhofs reached seventeen.#**
*®It Is.interesting to note that the Colony now.known 
as the King tenon Colony at Lewi atom, Montana, name to 
Lewistown fmm the Wolf Creek Colony of South Dakota., and 
not fro® Canada as ©any people see® to believe# IInterview 
with Biss Anne Stahl of the King Colony Ranch,•Lewistown, 
Montana, April, 2,989*)
*%oto isoreoh, ffte tettorlan RrgtbrenJ 1S26~1931). 
Mennoaite - Historical Vilely Coifia®/ M3* ̂  pTlI§*
3%bl&*.* p* Iff*
^fhe three original Hutterlan Bruderhofs eatab* 
listed in the State of South Dakota (then. Dakota Territory) 
tf«S»A» in 187-4 ant liff have grown until in 1938 the total number of Bruderhofs Is tfcirby~three In addition to the 
groups that, do not' practice. oo®mnni.e®* Of this number but 
three Bruderhofs'are still to be found in Booth Dakota, 
while ten are located la Manitoba, Canada,.and nineteen in 
Alberta., Canada* Before World War % all the -Bruderhofs'were 
in Booth Dakota# The- movement to the -prairie ■ provinces ef 
Canada which began in-191®, was caused by maltreatment at the Mads of militant South Dakota neighbors during the war*
The present Bruderhofs comprise three general groups 
of Hutterlan Brethren- which vary but slightly In a few 
minor points* The three group® descended from the three 
original Hutterite settlements in >1outh Dakota* The oldest
’ s-> 1 1
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With the coming of the first World War the Hutterlan 
Brethren suffered because their neighbors were envious of 
their economic gains# Their firm maintenance of their four 
century old position on non-resistance subjected them to 
peculiarly vicious attacks by over zealous local patriotic 
officials* In spit© of the severity of the local treatment 
the only conscientious objectors to die as a result of per­
secution in the camps during the first World War were two 
young men from a Hutterite colony, Joseph and Michael Hofer,13 
In 1941 while America was engaged In the second World War 
the name of Hofer was onoe again in the news.*6
group of eleven Bruderhofs, descendants of the first Hutter­
ite Bruderhof in America, established in 1874 at Bon Homme on the Missouri River eighteen miles west of Yankton Is 
called '''sciimi’ede-Leu-t%  because the first leader was a "Schmied" or Smith* The second group of thirteen Bruderhofs called the "Darius-Leut", after the first leader, Darius Waldaer, are descendants of the original Wolf-Creek Bruderhof, founded near Freeman, South Dakota* The third group of eight Bruder- 
hofs descends from the original Old Elm Springs Bruderhof founded in 1877 near Parkston, South Dakota# This group is called "Lehrer-leut", because the two teachers who led the immigration were "Lehrer" (teachers)* The present total Hutterlan population in North America is somewhat more than 
$,400 souls*" (1931)
i5C* Henry Smith, The Coming of the Russian Mennon- 
itea. Berne, Ind. 1927, pp. 2^7-278*
16It la interesting to note the following item from the Lewistown, Montana, Democrat News of May, 1945, although 
no connection has been ©stablishea between the two families. From the column Seen and Heard About Town. "Mr. and Mrs.George Hofer of tHe Hutterite Colony near Grass Range report 
the receipt of a letter from their son George Hofer Jr. lfl* 
army training in Alabama in which ho states he had completed the first phase of M s  infantry training."
u
Umirnirn that.'onto again toe promised land Had aot^ 
been reached toe Butter!ah Bruderhofs of tooth Dakota began. 
m, immigration to Canada where they tod been guaranteed free­
dom from military service by to© Canadian toyernment ̂  ?to
i'
liobberite movement to Canada was tot a new phase in their his­
tory* In. 1873 and 1874 when to® 'immigration of thee© people 
from Russia to.Morion was taking piano, many of thm were 
ace opted by toe Canadian Qovermest and received in addition ’ 
to- exemption from military' servicei free grants of land in , 
Manitoba, privilege of religions so tools of their ©m, priV* 
ilege of affirM ing' instead of swearing to oaths, passenger 
warrants from Hamburg to fort- Gerry for toe sum ©^ $30 #00 per 
adult , #15#00 per ©Mid under eight years of age and for ehil- 
drea under one year iShOC, and m m  to be pretided with pm* 
visions during their Juurney between litorpool and tolling* 
wood*. 'ft in estimated that between §3 and 700 t m i l im  name 
to Oatoda at tois time#18 ■'
l%ub seetion 3 of section al of the rt%litis. Ant**, 
Chapter 41 of the fteviged Statu too Of' Canada,. contains ■ the 
following prbvTHoir ' "litofy person bemFIng a ©ertifieat© from 
the Society, of fakers, M@fmoni.bes or bunkers, and etery In* 
habitant of Canada of any religious denomination, otherwise 
subject to .military duty, too from toe doctrine of his relig- 
ion in attorns to bearing m m and' refuses personal military 
service, shall, be exempt, from such = service when .balloted'.,In 
ilme 'hf peace or war upon such condition© and under such mg* 
ulatiojk».A« the Governor is Council, from time to time pm* 
a'eribes#*
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In 1944, agitation was under way in Canada to drive^' 
tiie Hutterites out* in© people who had welcomed them in ^  
1918 and 1934 now had changed their minds.2* Led by the 
Canadian Legion and other patriotic groups the people of Al­
berta passed in their Legislature a land act restricting the 
sale of land to the Hutterites even though a bill of rights 
passed in 1946 declared any citizen of Alberta should be
Opfree to acquire land. Once again the Hutterites were at a 
cross road* Many of the members prepared to move back to 
the Halted States but others* who still had some hope of dem­
ocratic treatment at the hands of fellow Canadians* got 
ready to fight back*
To the Hutterites* the State in the United States^ 
which seemed most Ideally suited for the needs was Montana*
S*A. I. F. Zieglachmld* Das Kleln«Geschlchtsbuck der 
Hutterlsohen Bruder* Carl Schurz Memorial Foundation, Cayuga press * New Yoris, 1947* p, 6S8.
2%rom a brief submitted by L« 8. Turootte on behalf of the Hutterlan Brethren to the Committee of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Alberta* sitting at the Court House of the City of Lethbridge* Canada, on Monday, February 10th, 1947. -"Last year the Legislature passed a bill of rights. 
Section 7 reads as follovjs;It is hereby declared that every citizen of Al­berta shall be free to acquire land and en^oy the use of his home and property without interfer­ence or molestation, so long as he conforms to the laws in force in the province for safe-guard­ing the lives* property* welfare and personal 
rights of other citizens.
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friendly welcome in -Montana» Groups- of citizene were quick 
to organize for the prevention of further acquisition of 
land by the colonists* Ob August 11, 1948 a meeting was ^ 
held at Great falls* Montana, to plan a state wide fight
against the Hutterites* Smaller towns such as Choteau, Mon 
tana, bad well. organized Citizen̂ V Committees to bring pres 
sure on the State legislature*
Ivon in the face of opposition the Bruderhofs were
i
4»g&mm©mmI1©I©h©©©43StHI14st©©§
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five or six each* The ranofe contains IS,000 acres aad 
though tax appraised at a true value of #110,000 it cost the 
Hutterites #150,000^ It formerly was a stock ranch and ̂  
had only $00 acre© of plowed land when the Hutterites took
■ov©f*\ Within a year the number of .plowed acres had grown to 
1,800 and more land was being broken dally* That an improve­
ment had been made la the productivity of the ranch is noted 
in this item which appeared In the Orest fails* Montana, 
papers
The largest crop of grain ever produced on flat creek will soon all fee in a large 
granary just erected fey the Milford oolony 
of the Hutterite 'settlement here* The gran­
ary Is 70 fey 44 aad 18 feet high’ with a . capacity"of $$;000 bushels* About $8,000 
bushel© of wheat alone will fee stored here 
this fall* The building Is mad© of Z fey 
4*s laid on the flat, with five feima* each 
. 14 fey 14 fey. 18, and each holding $,500 bush­
els. Threshing and combining have yielded 
so far’this:■ fail 10,000 bushels of barleyj
16,000 bushels of oats and more than $5,000 
bushels of wheat
• 1 //Though objection has been raised to the Hutterites putting
i
so much of the land under cultivation, it must be noted that 
they have adopted modern methods of farming and strive to
^Joseph K., ..Howard, The Hat tori tea; Puzzle for Pat­
riots. "The Pacific1 Spectator",~S&anfo'fd"vnlversi ty Press, 
Stanford, Calif* Winter, 1948, p* 38*
g%he Creat Falla Tribune. Great falls, Montana, Oct­
ober 1$, 1948•
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avoid loss of soil by erosion* The Huiterite must till the 
soil to live even if there is no profit, so he holds the land 
in high regard* Beside the crops of grain grown by the Mil* 
ford colony a large number of livestock is raised* About
2,000 head of sheep, hundreds of beef cattle, pigs and 50 
dairy oows thrive on the farm along with 2,500 chickens, 800 
ducks, 150 gees© and scores of beehives*
Such is the situation of the Hutterian Brethren in
£Montana today* In some communities he has been accepted and 
tolerated by the people around him even though they wish that 
the colonies were located elsewhere* In other communities & 
there have been threats of violence and barn burnings* The 
Hutt©rite leaders recognize that they are not welcome in 
Montana and are casting .about for newer refuges♦ Some have 
considered the possibility of going to Mexico and others 
have migrated to Paraguay. Their problem is four centuries 
old* It began in the ignorance and superstition of the 15th 
century.and still exists in the "enlightened" 20th century*
CHAPTER II
BELIEFS OF THE CHORCE
Tile followers of Jacob Hotter, along with those of 
Menao Simons, make up the religious movement Known as Men* 
nonitism* This, movement has as its essence individualism' 
and consequently its members, as a body, never were commit­
ted to any one particular confession of faith,1 Their
t ‘ -religious beliefs were gathered from different sources— •writ­
ings of early church leaders, testimonies of martyrs, decis­
ions of conferences and a variety of confessions of faith 
drawn up by different parties and factions. Among the con­
fessions of faith which had more or less vogue among certain 
groups of congregations during the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries are the Flemish Confessions written by George Han­
sen, minister at Danzig in 1678, and the Gerhard lessen 
Statement of 1702* One of the best known of the Confessions
^John Hors oh. The Mennonites. ThhJbr History. Faith 
ana Practice. EllthartTTnSr,"lSSS,'"'p. S S T"From the outset these people always considered the Holy Scriptures of the Hew Testament the only rule of faith and practice for God»s children. In the earlier years they had no confessions of faith, aside from the Bible. When, later, they drew up confessions of faith, they did so rather to correct the misrepresentations of their persecutors re­garding their belief than that these articles of faith should be considered dogmas of the Brotherhood. Their test of Chris­
tianity was not so much In holding certain dogmas as in the 
actual change of heart and piety of life.”
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was tk© Dordrecht Statement of 1632, signed by fifty-one rep­
resentatives from seventeen Dutch congregations in Holland 
and northwest Germany. This has been perhaps the most widely^ 
used of all confessions. In 1660 it was adopted by the 
churches in Alsace and the Palatinate. It was imported early 
Into Pennsylvania and became the accepted Statement of Faith 
for the early American Mennonite Churches* It teaches con­
servative doctrines and advocates a strict discipline. This 
Statement is still the reoognized Confession for the Old Ken- 
nonltes, Amioh and Central Illinois Conference of Mennonites 
The Hutterian Brethren follow the Confessions of Faith 
and discipline set forth by Peter Rledeman, who was head pas­
tor for the Hutterian Church from 1548 to 1556.3 Riedaman’s 
book, "Rechensehaft unserer Religion, Lehre und Glaubens", 
consists of ninety-five articles, giving a thorough, compre­
hensive statement of Hutterian faith and practice. Portions 
of this work have been translated into English by John 
Borsch in his "Hutterian Brethren (1528-1931)". Since Mr.
Sc. Henry Smith, The Mennonltes. Berne, Ind., 1920,
p. 321.
*Vohn Horsch, The Hutterian Brethren (1528«*1931), 
Goshen, Ind., 1931, p." £l&«"Rledeman was born at Hlrsohfeld in 311esla, about 
1506. He united with the Hutterian Brotherhood in 1529 in 
Upper Austria and came to Moravia about 1532. In the course of his labors as an evangelist he was again and again impris­
oned* Mine years he spent in prison at Gemiind in Upper Aus­tria, in Huremburg and at wolkersdorf in Hesse in 1540. The first edition of the "Rechensehaft" was published about 1545."
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Borsoh’s book is the only available source for Rledeman *s 
Statement, which is considered as the base of authority by 
Hutteriteo today, various parts have been used verbatim in 
this chapter* It is so. done because the changing of a single 
word often changes the whole idea of a paragraph, thus mis­
representing the beliefs of the Church*
According to a recent writer, the following statement, 
expressed by a Hutterite ohurohasan, presents the doctrinal 
beliefs of the present day Hutterite:
"If I should answer the question just as you ask it, I should say; We believe in a personal God; that Issue Christ was his only begotten Son; that he came Into the world to save humanity through the shedding of his blood on the cross. In all these things we agree with most evangelical churches. But if you meant to ask what distinguishes us from other evangelical churches, I should (/ say: We believe in community of goods andhave all our property in common; we believe in non-resistance’; we do not take oaths; we 
do not take or hold public office; and we baptize only upon profession of faith."4
From the preceding statement it may be understood that 
the Hutterite Church, along with other Monnonite Churches, 
holds to the usual orthodox beliefs of other Protestant 
ohurohes on such general church doctrines as Creation, Fall 
of Man, Trinity, Christ— his nature and function, the scheme
^Bertha W. Clark, "The Hutterian Community", Journal 
of Political xfeonoaar. 1924, p* 364*
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of salvation, Besurraction and lutur© Life* The hutterian 
Brethren, however, believe "that the relationship between the 
soripturee of the Old and New Testaments is the groundwork, 
the foreshadowing and promise of the New. They feel that 
many of the Old Testament precepts were intended for Pre- 
Messianie times alone and that certain points of Old Testa­
ment law were expressly abrogated by our Lord in the Sermon
tT
on the Mount .5
The early Hutterite Churoh was a missionary church, 
and in 1563 a missionary hymn was composed in the Hutterian
Brotherhood. According to the wording of the title of this
hymn, it was intended to be used at the departure of the 
Brethren who were leaving the community as messengers of the 
gospel. It is probably the oldest of missionary hymns.6 
"The Larger Church Chroniole" speaks of the missionaries as 
follows;
"The witnesses to the truth and messen­
gers of God gave testimony earnestly and steadfastly to the Word of the Lord by theirlife and work, by word and deed. They spokewith power of the Kingdom of God showing how all men must repent, be converted and turn from the vanity of this world and its unright­
eousness, from a sinful, vile and wanton life
sJohn Borsch, The hutterian Brethren (1528-1931). 
Goshen, Ind., 1931, pT'119•
6Ibld.« p. 27*
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to Goa, their Creator ana Jesus Christ their Savior and Redeemer, ■ To all such work Goa gave Ms tie a slog and grace so that it was'carried on with Joy,"7
Today the torch of Light ana Word of Goa is m  Longer 
carried to the world by missionaries of the Hutterite Church* 
According to a prominent writer of. Meenoalfee Mf$0ry# the '• - 
present day Butterites are even opposed to mission® and mod- 
era methods ©fcfeurcfe work,8 It Is possible, however, for ̂  
an outsider to enter the Hutterian Brotherhood, though the 
church does net participate in active missionary work* The 
newcomer to the church must give all Ms property to the
t
church and is permitted to enter for a trial period. If at ■ 
the end of this period fee finds the life uncongenial fee may 
withdraw and his property will be restored to Mm,9 in tfeê  
last year a group which broke from the Morman Church of Salt 
Lake City, Htafe, entered the Hutterite Church,
Though it has been asserted that the Hutterite Church 
believes itself to be "the sinless, Immaculate bride; of ■ 
Christ, Ms mystical spiritual body, the church without which
7A* J, t, Meglscfemid, gas Klein^eaofelcfetsMck jya 
Butterlscfeen Brader, Cayuga Tress, Hew York, 1647, p* 181.
8C. Henry smith, The MennpMtej, Berne, Ind., 1930.,
p# 369,
%osepb Kinsey Howard, "The Hutterite; Puzzle for patriots". The Pacific Spectator* Stanford, Calif,, Winter194®*' .-■■■■■■
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there is no salvation",*0 writings of the Hut tartans*" show 
clearly that they do not regard all outside their membership 
as godless# the Hutterite believes community of goods to he 
an essential oharaoterlstic of a true Christian church and 
recognizers Brethren in Christ only those who agree with 
them on this and other points*
Neither do the Hutterites feel that all the members 
of their organization are true Christians living consistent 
lives. Minor transgressions are not followed by severe pun- 
ishment, but ma^or transgressions, such as desertion, bring 
excommunication# This form of punishment is announced by 
the Elders or Bishops of the church, following a vote of the 
congregation# After the decision is made to exooxamunicate a 
brother, the faithful do not eat, drink, visit or talk with 
the guilty one, and he is not eligible for any of the bene­
fits of the church as long as he does not repeat* If a per­
son repents and again desires to become a member of the 
church, through the Grace of God, he Is received through a 
ceremony >y which the head minister announced the restored 
membership.
*°L. Muller, Der Kommualsmus dor mahrlsohen Wleder- 
taeufer. Leipzig, 1927, pp# 30-34# Reprinted in part and 
translated by John Hor3ch in The Hutterian Brethren (1528- 
1951). Goshen, Ind., 1931.
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membership.'7
The belief that the Hutterite Brethren deny the exis-^ 
tenoe of the original sin is incorrect since they teach that 
all the descendants of Adam inherited a sinful nature* In­
fants are saved in spite of the original sin through redemp-. 
tioa# The Hutterite does not,feel that baptism# especially 
infant baptism, annuls the guilt of the original sinj instead, 
they attribute to the blood of Christ that was shed for all 
men, what in Catholic Theology is ascribed to the act of bap- 
tism.1* According to a writer of Hutterian History,, the 
principle of baptism is explained as followsi
wf© confess that ail men born into this world, are, as the descendants of Adam, includ­ed and held under original sin, yea, they are under condemnation to eternal death and des­truction. But God, who always has loved his creation and not hated it, has given his only begotten Son to be the reconciliation for the sins of the whole world."12
Peter Rledeman, who wrote the account of the Hutterian 
Confession of faith la 1545, has this to say of the original
iljohn Horsch, The Hutterian Brethren {1338-1931), 
Goshen, Ind., 1931, p. 123.
X8Ibld*. p, 133. rFrom translations madd by the author of manuscripts 
and codices in possession of the Bruderhof near Maeleod, Al­berta, Canada and other Bruderhofs. Hand-Buechel, wider den
trooes der zu Warms- am Run wider die Bruder so man die Hut- erlechea nennTaussgangen chapter VII.
aim "original sin before the time that it shows its effect 
a M  leads into further sin has no penalty than natural death; 
it does not bring eternal death.*5-3 From this It is evident 
that to the Hutterite and other Anabaptist groups, (baptism, 
is merely an initiatory oeremony signifying membership in ,a 
body of believers organised as a church^ To them the church 
Is a voluntary group composed of those possessed of a regen­
erated heart and infant baptism is a sign of compulsory 
initiation into a universal unregenerated state ohurcfa.
To the Hutterite the community of goods is and was, 
even in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the highest 
command of love* Basis for this feeling is both historical 
and biblical, "and all that believed were together and had all 
things in common; and sold their possessions and goods and 
parted them to all men as ©very man had need*"14 Historical­
ly, cause for the.strength of the idea of communal life grew 
from the fact that the early founders of the church were 
refugees who had endured persecution for their faith and were 
willing to lay down their lives for it* They identified 
themselves with the community, not for what they could get 
out of it, but to see what It was possible for them to put
18Ibid*» p. 123. 
l^Acts, 2tt44 and 45*
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into a life for the service of God*
la the first half century of Hutterlaa history, living 
la a community of the Brethrea was prised as a great privi­
lege and absence from It caused considerable distress• All ' 
members of the community willingly devoted their time and 
strength to the good of a common cause* The compelling mot- ' 
ive was love of God and Brethren on the ground of sincere 
Christ Ian conviction for which they suffered torture and 
martyrdom* Christian love to the Hutterite became a blessed 
reality and the appreciation of this life of fellowship in 
Christ even today is more attractive to members of the commun­
ity than is the unrestrained life of the world outside*
The Hutterite, like the earliest Christians, felt that * 
Christ, by his own ©sample, gave to his followers the prin­
ciple of non-resistance* War to them is a violation of the 
command of Christ. The attitude of the Hutterian Church £ 
towards war is outlined very clearly in John Borsch* s trans­
lation of Rledeman*s "Rechensohaftrt; *. . . since vengeance 
is of God and not for us, it should be left to him and not 
be practiced by us* For since we are followers of Christ,
we must also manifest the spirit of Him Who, although he 
could have done it, did not return evil for evil.**15 [The
15John Horsoh, The Hutterian Brethrea (1828-1931),
  i, lad*, 1931, p/T3ift«Montana Farmer stootocn* Great Falls, Mont*, Feb* 1, 
1948, VolT i S i ,  p7t*
Goshen,
28
Kpolicy of non-resistance extends even to the refusal to ap» 
prove of law suits and the performing of police duty*
Heither will the %tterite contribute to the payment^ 
of the cost of war, and once again this attitude is outlined 
by John Horsoh’s translation, which reads in part as follows i
"We willingly pay taxes and customs, or however it may be designated, for we have learned this from our master, Christ, who not only paid it himself, but commanded others to do so saying, ’Render therefore unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s’, , • But for warfare, destruction of life and - the shedding of blood (when taxes are asked for such particular purposes)1$ we give nothing* This we do not out of wanton­ness or stubbornness but because of the fear of God, that we may not become par­takers of others* sin o'*1?
1$C* Henry Smith. The Mennonites, Berne, Ind*, 1920,P# 290*
"They are strictly non-resistant* During a liberty bond campaign in 1913, upon their refusal to buy bonds and contribute to the various war funds, many of their sheep and - cattle were forcibly taken and sold by the local authorities for the sum of $20,000, which was deposited in the banks with a view to use for war. funds* These officials were com­pelled to abandon these tactics, however, by the authority higher up* The money was then to be returned, but the Hut- terites demandedxtheir stock instead of money."
i7Riedeman, Beohensohaft, p. 109; John Horsoh, The Hutterian Brethren 11528-19511. Goshen, Ind;, 1931, p.“15?*"Sinoe Christians shall beat up or lay down their swords, they can much less manufacture them, for they are 
of no other use than to harm, wound and destroy (luke 9:55). How, as Christians should not practice vengeance (Matt. 5:38- 
48; Rom* 12:19-21), they may not make the means by which others become partakers of their sin. Therefore, we do not
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^Th© supposition that tbs principle of non-resistanoe, as 
practiced by the Hutterian Brethren, meant that they condemn­
ed the use of force by world powers is without foundation,i | i    — ’ —— t n , , 
and they clearly realize that a civil government could not be 
maintained by the principles of the Sermon on the Mount*
They feel that a government that, r&lies on the exercise of 
the Christian graces and good admonitions..to the exclusion 
\ of coercion, would be a government in name only*
Since the Hutterite Church is similar to the Mennoaite^ 
Church in every respect except for the Hutterian ideal of 
community ownership of property,3,8 it is possible to use the 
summarization of principles as presented by John Horsph in 
his book, "The Menaonitesi Their History, Faith and Prac­
tice*"19 *-y-
)
In regard to who may understand the Scriptures?
"The way of eternal life is so clearly and
make swords, spears, guns, nor other euoh weapons. But what la made for the daily need and use of man, such as knives, axes, hoes, etc. we may and do make. But if some one should say, with such implements also one may harm and injure 
another, we reply that they are not made for the purpose of 
harm and destruction, and therefore, we can consistently make them. If someone uses them to harm another, that is not our responsibility; let him bear his own judgement."
l%iss Anne Stahl to Kenneth C* Thomas, April, 1949,
19John Horsoh, The Mennonitess Their History. Faith 
and Practice* llkhort, Ind., 1893, p. 30.
as
plainly stated in the scriptures that it can toe readily comprehended by any pious mind of 
ordinary intelligence, and is not better un­derstood as men are better schooled and ac- quire more worldly wisdom but ae the heart becomes more pious and the life more conform* ed to God * s word,n
In regard to a spiritual priesthood!"Every soul, through Christ, has direot acoess to God and all believers are priests of equal rank and authority, and may at all times and in all plaoes approach god without the aid of a priest or minister or consecrat­ed church building or holy place or any cere­mony, needing no mediator but Christ#”
In regard to the Lord’s Supper!"The Communion is instituted to represent to the believer the broken body and shed blood of Christ in His redemption# It also repre­sents the unity of the ’one body of Christ’, that is His congregation# The bread and the wine are simply emblems of His Flesh and His Blood#” This ceremony is observed on the Mon­day following Easter Sunday*
In regard to foot washing:"Foot washing, as an ordinanoe, indicates that all believers are standing on a common level# That one member is equal in authority with another, priestoraft and lordship having no place among believers*”20
In regard to non-resistance:”The enlightened Christian cannot swear 
oaths, Matt# 5:33-37; James 5:13#”"Neither can he engage in carnal warfare, Matt# 5:38-48; 36:51-53; John 18:36.”"The offices of the government, with a
20This ceremony is observed today in moat of the Mennon- 
Ite churches, and in the early days of the Hutterite Church was closely followed by the Brethren# Today, foot washing is not 
performed by the Hutterite Church# They accept and perform this symbol of brotherly love by helping each other, strength­ening each other’s faith, and being careful for a weaker member#
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few exceptions, require a rigid oath, and 
enjoin suoh duties that be cannot fill them. According to the Word.of God and the example of the early Christians, we are to pray for all in authority, and he subject to them so far as their rulings do not conflict with the teachings of the Gospel; tut the Chris­tian is nowhere In the Word taught to help in the execution of the laws of the land.Titus 3:1-2; 1 Pet. 8:13-15; 1 Tim* 2:1-2;Acts 5:29.*
In regard to freedom of conscience:"They teach that the government of the land should not and could not Interfere with religious opinions and matters of faith# It appears to them unseemly that matters of re­ligion and faith should be regulated by the leaders of government.**
In regard to slavery:"The German Mennonltes were the first who, with energetic efforts, rose up against slav­ery as they found it In America. To the Quak­ers belongs the honor of having carried the work successfully farther.**.
In regard to the preaching of the Word:"Ministers and deacons are chosen from the congregation# They are not called "Reverend**, and no one, no matter how learned, would ac­cept the title of "Doctor of Divinity". Min­isters are provided for according to their necessities, but are never paid a stipulated salary, neither shall any member be allowed to suffer want or become a public pauper."
In regard to the mode of Baptism:"From the history of the Brethren we learn that the usual mode of Baptism was pouring#Several instances of dipping and immersion are mentioned, but the Mennoaites, from their earl­iest record to the present time, baptized by 
pouring. It is only since 1851 that some of the modern Mennonite congregations have been baptizing by immersion. There are at present 
some Mennonite congregations in America, es­pecially among those who emigrated from Russia,
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who baptie* la this way."fil
la regard to Church government ?
"The Church government can be consld- 
ered ae a synodic aet up# It hee a eouaelX oompoeod of several presbyters f or eonsul- tatlon oa religioue matters# The head min- later generally has the most governing power#"
#18everal Sundays before being baptised, the converts are leotured, informed, and clarified on the articles of the faith of the church by the Bishops, Ministers or Slders#The baptismal ceremony generally takes place one Sunday be­fore Easter Sunday# It is not much different from any other church service except that the sermon pertains to this spec­ial occasion and is solely for the benefit and interest of those being baptised# At the end of the sermon and in a kneeling position, the converts profess their faith and agree to live and abide by the rules and regulations of the church# After this they are baptised, blessed and reoeived 
into the church by the head minister who sprinkles water on the head of each convert as a symbol of membership#
CHAPTER III
THE PJBOFLB
Tli© communal life as practiced by the Hutterian 
Brethren is an integral part of their religious belief. Foun­
dation for it is found la the scriptures "and all that believed 
were together^ and had all things in common} and sold their 
possessions and goods,, and parted them to all men, as every ^  
man had need,**! Eaoh colony has a manager {householder), a 
preacher (minister), sometimes an assistant preacher and 
from one to five trustees, depending upon the size of the 
colony. These trustees are the leaders of the colony and all ' 
are elected by a majority vote of the male members; a two 
thirds majority of the male members will remove them from 
office. In addition to these leaders, each operation in the 
colony has its own boss, thus, there is the dairyman, the 
sheepman, the poultry man, the hogman, the carpenter, the 
blacksmith, etc. Each of these men has complete authority 
over his department and complete responsibility for Its sue-
Ucess. These positions, like those of the trustees, are fill­
ed by a majority vote.
The life of the Hutterite is also communal, because
5-Acts, Si44-45*
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all property Is held la common. Tills means that all capital 
stock, such as land, machinery, buildings and other goods» is 
owned by the colony as a whole and is administered by the 
leaders on behalf of the membership* In central Montana the 
Hutterite colonies are incorporated* The following Is the 
first part of their Incorporation papers?
"The Hotter!ache Church Society is an international religious church society which devotes its entire membership to,farming, stock-growing and all other branches of agri­culture, and in addition thereto follows the teachings and tenets of John Huso and Jacob Hutter and of the Hutterische Church Society, living communal lives In colonies as repre­sentative bodies known as "colonies", made up entirely of non-profit membership and a .community cooperative non-profit organiza­tion devoted exclusively to agricultural pursuits for the livelihood of its members, dependants and descendants."2
It should be noted that each person shares equally 
with his fellow members in the distribution of consumer goods 
and all those possessions which contribute to a standard of
living,'such as food, clothing, shelter, labor-saving devices,
*- .
furniture and household equipment* The basis of distribution 
is to each according to his needs in equal measure with hie 
fellow members* T&e dwellings’.of 'the Hutt©rites, however,
%rom a paper, entitled, "The Butt©rites", prepared and read by Mr* Howard Dizley to the Lewistown, Montana 
Chamber of Commerce*
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are individual/' Each family has its own living quarters, 
depending upon the size of the family, These suites consti­
tute living quarters only, as meals are prepared in a commone 
kitchen and eaten in a common dining room. The buildings 
are of the oblong "barracks type"; there are from three to 
six suites to a building*3 The buildings in most cases are 
built by the carpenters of the colony*
The furniture for the colony is very simple but is 
usually of excellent workmanship. It is produced for the 
most part in the colonies' own workshops, which are equipped
uwith the latest tools and power driven lathes* Clothing and 
shoes are also manufactured in the colonies* own shops. 
However, many of the new colonies at present must 
rely on outside purchases* This is one of the biggest draw­
backs to the oolonies ever becoming entirely self-sufficient*
r
It is impossible for them to grow enough wool or tan enough ^ 
leather to supply themselves* Hutterite children, like any
®Thls description of the types of living quarters 
oannot be assumed as general, although it does prevail in the older colonies of South Dakota, and Canada, The living quarters of those people living at the King Banch Colony in Lewietown, Montana,are former ranch homes which were situa­ted on the lands purchased by the Hutterites, These homes were moved to a central point and, along with some brick buildings of the type mentioned above make up the living 
units for that colony.
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ether healthy children, display an unusual knack of wearing
out shoes and clothing* Accordingly, many colonies buy their
\ '
black broadcloth and shoes, or leather to make shoes, from 
Chicago wholesalers*^ The clothing, which is hardweariag and ̂  
simple in style, usually drab or subdued in color, is all 
made at the colony* The women do this work, making use of ̂  
the sewing machines which each family possesses* Stockings 
are made from wool raised fch the colonies. The women spin ** 
the yarn and knit it, by hand, into exceptionally warm and 
long wearing stockings. The skill of knitting is taught very 
early, and even the youngest girl has her knitting basket.
In some of the colonies, especially the ones in Alberta, Can- 
eda, knitting machines have been installed and the women are 
freed of this labor.®
It appears that any modern device which is of labor * •„ 
saving nature, or of practical value to the oolony, is q,ulte
acceptable and is not looked upon as an unnecessary luxury.®
At the lakeside Colony, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, bread 
and rolls are baked in large commercial type bake ovens, such
^Interview with Miss Anne Stahl of the King Colony 
Bench, Lewlstown, Montana, April, 1949. •
sRenort of the Legislative Committee Regarding the
Land Sales Act,^9447.Alberta, Canada, 1944. .
6Ibid.„ p. 2,
"A
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as would bo found in any small modern bakery* Bough mixing, 
©ream separating and ©burning of butter are done by power- 
driven equipment♦ The laundry is done by mechanical power- 
driven washing machines of the commercial revolving drum 
variety, and the clothes are dried by power-driven centrifu­
gal force driers* The laundry equipment is built by the ~ 
carpenters and metal workers in the colony*7
Work at the Lakeside Colony is organised on a routine^ 
duty roster basis, with the members taking turns, week about, 
in the performance of the various tasks* For instance, three 
women may have the duty of cooking for one week, the next' 
week it will be another three, and ao on until all who are 
eligible for this work have had their turn* The same pro­
cedure is used for milking, baking, dish washing and all
other colony chores. The specialists have their helpers too,
\
each of the young men being liable for assignment to help 
the dairyman, poultryman, carpenter or' mechanic, if and when 
help is needed* Sven though the Hutterite is not hesitant 
about using the newest and latest of modern equipment for 
aiding him in M s  struggle to exist, it must not be assumed 
that there Is a place for the modern devices of pleasure in
It must not be assumed that all of the colonies are 
as fortunate as the one described above* It is one of the. oldest colonies of the group and is located east of Leth­
bridge , Alberta, Canada.
hi & life, Because of this there are a© radios, plaaos or
« , Aother musical instruments. They will use trucks but apt K
automobiles,
The Hutterite, always having followed the occupation 
of agriculture before leaving Russia, continued to do so 
after.settling in the United States and Canada, For a number 
of years the Hutterite colonies used the older methods of 
farming, but today in some of the colonies it is possible to 
find modern farm machinery together with modern agriculture * 
methods. In most of the colonies there are to be found 
diesel caterpillar tractors, modern tillers, seeders and 
other cultivating machinery, combines and threshing machinery, 
Most of the colonies also have well equipped repair shops for 
this equipment. Sinoe the women look after the milking there 
are no milking machines, but there are often found, either 
in the colony or in town, efficient dairy rooms with ice or 
bold storage la which la stored considerable perishable food,
%outh organs are played by some of the younger men, 
and the children love to sing and are very proficient at it.It ia Interesting to note that during an interview with Miss Anne Stahl of the King Colony Ranch, Lewistown, Montana, in which the above point was being discussed, the children who had gathered on the front porch began to sing one of the mod­ern hit tunes» Hotlag my astonishment at this, Miss Stahl explained that visitors to the colony often left their car radios on for the children, and they quickly picked up the 
songs.
\lfm  m in moat s apply for tfe# colonies
appears f® be cattle* sheep, koge poultry* Pucks and 
geese. seam be be the icost. popular type of poultry' uinoe from 
these two the down and feathers .for pillow©: are obtained*
V-fb ia aitatoat tteat none at- the colonies with thei r modern 
machinery and abundance of help are overworked^ 'fh# colo­
nies are inevery sense of the word, isolated* self-contained 
units in the social md economic Ufa of ;th« community around 
them*
The tost description of the life of the typical Hut­
terite la presented in. an article by Marcos .Back* Mr* Back 
used as Ms typical colony the Bon’Homme Colony of South 
Mt&tft*
**Mf@ begin© atht-SO MM* with the ringing 
of a ball* Akmk everything that 'happens. in. 
the colony is regulated the same way:* The 
ball calls man a M  women be work* and summons 
Kk&m to meals* . Ids ball rings to Indicate : 
ike time of day* for there ere, no watches Ĵ ' , 
the eommuMiy* ' The bell :ie 'need for almost4̂  
everything * - except a .cell to church. ■
At f$'tM a squad of wives marches' to- the •■ 
coward for themilking* They do this.every morning and mgkt*-. Jm remember ■ the ■ aeon© 
not1 only because of tbs reminder'tbat kora is 
one spot where man’still fees the upper band* 
but ‘also because of Ike milk stool which each 
M a t ! carries:* 'It Is the only colorful .object, ih the - colony* intterite- attire is black and ̂  
gray*:homos lack pictures or curtains., .the
paint on homes and tons, ia drab* But 
the milk stools are enameled a fiery'-red, 
with the owner*' & came printed on the 
seat, la rich design,. ,•
■ -In the ■ neftfeotery the - sexes.are sag*. negated* The.'tables are long sturdy ■ 
boards, with benches instead ©f chairs., 
the food is. served'in dishes, from whichv .- 
everyone helps himself without the for-* 
mailby of passing, Occasionally e*e*y*r. 
body'.eats’ from, the main dish* • « •
After the.meal is ©Med with a prayer 
- the saeaflle out to their appointed jobs* 
la the yard three thousand geese are hook­ing, laundry carta are being hauled to the 
wash house* teams are being driven to gar-? 
dens and fields, This' whirl of activity 
explains why the Hutt©rites are prosper­
ing.# ■' . ■ '•■.'■'•■■■■■
Iren after supper the individual is w. 
still, governed by colony rules-* After •■the 
evening' milking a ©Mid runs from houso to house calling: ttehurch time,..church- time”, 
'Then the pastor walks solemnly from Ms 
home, carrying the hymnal, a.Bible and the 
Book, of the Brethren,' the'latter written ■ 
entirely in longhand and containing the 
unpublished sermons and .letters of the early 
church fathers* M m  the pastor is inside 
the school’the assistant overseer and. seven' 
elders arrive, each wearing a black preach­
er*© hat*. Then the select .sen,' women and ^ 
children come,'always.singly,; and take their places on crude benches,
The service® begin with a hymn, nllned 
out** by the'pastor* Aneagen, they call it, 
meaning a ■ recitation of each line before it 
Is sung* The congregation picks up-the • 
hymn, singing In solemn, droning- fashion. 
There ls.no musical instrument. The sing­
ing. Is a lamentation.. It is the spirit 
groaning for liberation, the soul moaning 
over the world’s sins*
The men file out first,. and. no one thinks 
of holding the door for the person* following * 
They avoid each other1s company until they 
are a respectable distance from the sacred 
building, 'The women go straight home, the 
children resume their activities la the
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yard*#3$
fhe BaUmiaM Brethren# even from its earliest begin** 
nlog# had a rernr&cble school system. From the beginning 
attendance m e  compulsory. Ztt the Hutterian Bruderbof there
were usually two ..schools,' the, soHjaHed small school end the 
large school* fhe first was a kindergarten for children 
from two to sir. At the age.of six .the children ware pot 
into the large school which was under the control of a male 
teacher* fhe writer of the Hutterian Confession has this to 
say. about the schoolsi
*81stera who hare been found qualified1 are appointed for the small schools by the church* It is their.duty'to care for the children# and as soon as they can talk# to lay the word of the testimony of God into 
their mouths* They teach thm to ■ pray and to understand whubtvet is within the child s' grasp. In this school the children are kept until they are able' to read and write#' at 
about fire or six years* At this age they are given over to the school master who teaches them# and in addition# leads them on in the .knowledge of tied so they learn to know and da the will of God.#**#JSo we teach . our children from little up to seek not the 
temporal but the eternal- things*" n
these early schools were effective# and, at a time in
*%arous Bach# *Experiment in Contentment”, Coronet. 
Xune, 1943# p* 135#
Europe when general education was in a pitiful condition, 
the number of illiterates among the Hutterites was small# 
'Today the Hutterite still strives to educate his children * 
both In the way of God and for the benefit of the community* 
The present day Hutterite school is located on the u
colony and is as good or better than the average rural school
\
The school is supported by taxes paid by the colony and is ^ 
controlled by the county superintendent of schools# Teachers 
are not of the Hutterite faith and the subjects taught are 
the same as those taught in eyery school in America* Besides 
this schooling the Hutterite child attends a class in German 
and religion one hour before and one hour after regular 
school* As a general rule Hutterite children leave school \ 
as soon as they may legally do so, but those who wish to doJ
80 ray tak0 oorrespontlailco omw86S ln *lgh 60il001 Kork*ls ',
Since the church does not believe in higher education, feww
t
if any Hutterite children attend college. The effectiveness 
of the schools maintained by the Hutterites today is shown 
clearly in this testimonial written by Owen Williams, In­
spector of Schools at Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, on lanu-
/
^According to Miss Stahl of King Colony Ranch, Lewis- town, Montana, she has taken correspondence courses for high school work from the correspondence school at the Montana State University* At the present time she is enrolled in a course of Health Education at the Montana State Hormal School 
hillon, Montana*
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ary is, 1934#
"At tbe request of the Butter it© Brethren of Southern Alberta I am testifying to the efflolenoy of the schools in the colonies where public school districts hare been orga­nized*
As the official trustee of these districts,I hare been responsible for the selection of teachers and for the maintenance of their schools during the year# The leaders of these colonies have always cooperated with the De­partment of Education in the schools and have invariably supported their teachers#When the isolation of the children in these schools is considered, their attainment,
In the English branches is all the more remark­able*Incidentally, it should be mentioned that in one of the colonies all unemployed boys and girls must attend school during the winter months— this is by order of the manager of the colony*All of these districts are sound financial­ly# They pay their taxes promptly* In the Hutterlte District of the Lethbridge Inspector­ate, all obligations to banks, teachers and school supply houses are regularly made at the end of each month*During the inspection of these schools I have never witnessed mentally deficient chil­dren. In fact the Hutterites have the proud 
boast that since their arrival on this conti­nent only one instance of such is on record#I believe that if the present system of ' official trusteeship is maintained over the colony schools, we shall secure as good re­sults for them as in the ordinary ungraded
schools of the Province*"13
• * .
From all indications the Hutterites have found what they
l&A# I* F. Ziegleohmid, Das Kleln-GgschlchtabuoiL der 
Butterlsohen Bruder* Hew York, 1947, p. 649.
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desire la cooperative planning* Each man has developed some 14 
aptitude or craft and uses it for the good of all* He gets
i
$oy from the teaching of the same work to his son and a 
thrill in raising good crops* for wisdom they rely on the 
sermons of their pastors, for beauty the songs of their faith
* t
and for companionship their families and nature* The Hutter­
ites do not claim to have found Utopia, but they are happy 
in perpetuating a tradition which dates back four hundred 
years, and which today is more prosperous ,than at any time 
in their history*
CHAPTER IV
THE PROBLEM OP THE HUTTERITES IN CANADA
Opposition to the Hutterites in Canada first mad© ita 
appearance in the Alberta Legislature on March il, 194S,
This opposition was in the fossa of a Land Sales Prohibition 
Act and was introduced by the Honourable Solon Low, In intro­
ducing his bill, Mr* Low mad© the following statement to the 
legislature:
"The Alberta Government Action in pro­posing legislation to prohibit the sale of land to any enemy alien and Hutterites was to allay public feeling which has been aroused to the point of threatened violencein some instances* * * *x
\zIn 1948 the original act preventing the sale of land
to the Hutterites and enemy aliens was passed* This act was
amended in 1943 to include prohibition against leases of 
land, but since it dealt with enemy aliens, the Dominion 
government disallowed the Aot* The Alberta Legislature pass­
ed a new aot In 1944 which prohibited sales and leases of 
land to the Hutterites only* In 1945 the Aot was amended, ^ 
making it effective until the end of hostilities* The Land 
Sales Prohibition Act as it now stands came into effect on
^Edmonton Journal. Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, March 17, 
1948* :
May I, 1947* Under tills aot Hutt©rite meant "any. colony or 
society of Hutterites or Hutterl&n Brethren, whether cor­
porate or un~inoorporate, and any member of a Hutterite col­
ony or society,112 The general provisions of the Act state:
1) each colony already established in the Province of Alberta^ 
must forward to the Minister of Municipal Affairs, a legal 
description of land owned and operated by the colony, 2) no 
colony already established should enlarge its holdings by 
buying more land j 3) the colony could, in spite of imposed 
limitations, acquire enough land to make up for land loss by 
irrigation requirements or other public purposes, 4) no new 
colony could be established within forty miles of any part 
of the property already held by.an established society, 5) no 
acquisition of land should exceed in area 6,400 acres, 6} no 
person should sell or lease any land In the Province to a 
colony unless it has first been offered for sale under the 
provisions of the Veterans Land Act, 1942*3
; The opposition to the Hutterites in Canada, as in \  
Montana, is based on economic, moral and social grounds, withj 
the economic objection assuming the most important aspect, /
The economic objection to the Hutterites in Canada 
was spearheaded by the Canadian Legion* In its brief, urging
sReoort of the Legislative Committee Regarding the 
Land Hales Prohibition not* Alberta, Canada, 1947, p* 10*
3XblA«, p. 10.
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the extension of the Land Sales Prohibition Act, the Region 
stated its belief that the Hutterltea were detrimental as
5
follows:
"Many owners of land, adjacent or near the area in whioh Hutterite colonies are situated, have refused to sell land to ex- service personnel through the Veterans*Land Aot, because of an understanding that when the ban on Hutterite purchase is re­moved the land owners will be able to sell 
to the Hutterites at a much higher price* This has effectively prevented the rehabil­itation of the applicants and is impeding the work of the V. 1* A# in settling the Veterans*
.In the southern part of the province, particularly in those areas where It is known the Hutterite colonies desire to buy land, prices have gone so high that the Veterans* Land Aot does not feel that it can possibly attempt to compete for owner* ship of thesd lands* The reason for this is that the Hutterites, having been able to take advantage of high prices during the war, due to the fact that they were consci­entious objectors and were not in the ser­vice themselves,.are willing and able to pay prices far above the economic or normal market value of these lands* In effect, these people, by their desire to acquire these lands, regardless of price, have made it impossible for our veterans to rehabili­
tate themselves #■"*
To answer these argumente the Hutterites state that it 
ivqb deplorable that the price of farm lands had risen at a
From a Brief Presented to the Special Committee on the 
Hutterite Land $uestion. at LetSbrllge* Alberta, Canadat by the Canadian Legion of the British Empire Service League, Al­
berta Provincial Command, 1943.
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time when veterans* re-eatablishmeat was under way, tat they 
felt that the competition was from all farmers of Alberta 
who hah a series of profitable years which resulted in those 
farmers having surplus funds for investments of land. They 
sincerely believed that the Hutterites were not in competition 
with veterans who wished to purchase land, and that it was 
far-fetched to blame the rise of prices in farm lands all 
over Alberta on the desire of four thousand Hutterites to 
purchase a few more sections of land,5
Being desirous of working out some agreement which 
would safeguard veterans* rights, many plans were set forth 
by various people. In one of these it was suggested that the 
land of Alberta be divided into two groups. In one group, 
land which was suitable for veterans* settlement was to be 
placed and safeguards set up so that veterans were to have
sFrom statistics such as these the Hutterites wished to show that they were not in serious competition with Veter­ans who wished to purchase land, from a brief presented by T* S, Turcotte of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada, on behalf of the Butteriaa Brethren to the Committee of the Legislative As­sembly of the Province of Alberta, Lethbridge, Alberta, Can­
ada, Feb. 10, 1947.Farm Population In Alberta 363,964Hutterite w » » ■ 4to0O
Farm land occupied in Alberta 67,631 sq. mi,* * n n " by Hutterites 375 sq, ml.
Average number of parsons per farm 3.85* " * Hutterites per farm over 30
number of farms in Alberta 99,732Humber of farms occupied by Hutteritesoccupying average of 10 fass&s, each , 330 acres
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the preference over the Hutterites in the purchase of this 
land* To he just ih this regard* veterans were to have the 
preference over everyone else In the purchase of such land*
In the other group was to be placed land which was not suit* 
able for veterans. No one would be able to object to the 
Hutterites purchasing this land. In this way they felt that 
the real reason, which was to drive the Hutterites out of
f i  ■
Alberta, would be brought to light and the people would not 
be bamboozled into believing that it was being.done to help 
the veterans*6
Also in Canada, as in Montana, it was argued that Hut-- 
terite colonies did not spend as much money as the. ordinary 
farmer, and the establishment of a Hutterite colony is bad 
for the merchants* business* The Hutterite church says that^ 
this is"hot true, as "the average colony farming nine or ten 
sections of land spends between $40,000 and $45,000 a year* 
This is an average of between $4,000 and $4,500 for each sec­
tion of land*"7 it was suggested that this compared favorably 
with the average spending of other farmers. It is true that 
the Hutterites do not spend their money in the same manner
6A* JjF* Ziegleohmid, Das Kleln-Qesohiohtsbuolc dor 
Hutterlsohen Bruder. New York,*TJ4"f, p7 645*
7lbld*, p* 642*
4$
as other farmers* but soma merchant or implement dealer gets 
part of the #40*000.to #45*000 which is spent each year*
Morally the opposition to the ohuroh in Canada* as in
uMontana, is based on the policy of non-resistance* Because 
of religious convictions* the Hutterites are conscientious ob­
jectors and refused to bear arms in defense of Canada* They 
were not alone in this belief and in reality formed only a 
email part of the conscientious objectors* The 1941 census 
of the dominion showed that there were over 100*000 Mennonites 
in Canada* of which 8*000 were in Alberta* There were over
V
18*000 Adventists and over 16*000 Doukhobors in'Canada*8 
B  should also be remembered that the main group of 
Hutterites came to Canada while the first World War was in 
progress* and even though conscription was in force in Canada, 
the Dominion Government granted them exemption from military 
service* During the second World War* Hutterites in the age  ̂
groups liable for military service perforated alternate sor­
tie e in labor camps* Selective service officials took a 
census of each coiony and made a ruling in each case regard­
ing the m m  power required to farm the colonies* lands* The
Sprom a brief submitted by T* S# Tureotte of Lethbridge* 
Alberta* Canada, on behalf of the Hutterian Brethren living In the Province of Alberta* to the Committee of the Legisla­
tive Assembly of the Province of Alberta* sitting at the courthouse in the oity of Lethbridge* Monday, reb* 10* 1947*
surplus man power served in labor camps. Ilf selective service 
officials ruled that a man of military age was essential for 
farming operations at the colony, the colony paid #15 a month 
to the Red Cross for this man's service.9
As far as aiding in financing the war was concerned, 
the Hutterites did not purchase the ordinary Victory Bonds 
which bore interest, because they felt that if they collected 
interest they would be profiting from war* Instead, they k 
purchased bonds which were Interest free, and in all, the 
colonies in Alberta purchased nearly half a million dollars 
in interest free bonds
As far as the social objection to the Hutterites in 
Canada is concerned, it is very similar to that voiced in
1a -Montana; that the Hutterite was not a citizen and should not 
be allowed to acquire land, and that Hutterites purchase a 
large block of land in the middle of a farming community and 
thereby destroy the community life of the remaining citizens. 
As far as the question of citizenship is concerned, it might 
be pointed out that a large part of the Hutterites have been 
in Canada since 1918 and according to law any person born 
in Canada after 1918 is a citizen of Canada* In any event
9Ibid*
10The colonies of Montana also followed this example 
and the ling colony Raaoh, according to Miss Anne Stahl, still 
holds about #10,000 in this type of bond*
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ownership of land in Canada has never depended upon citizen-* 
ship* It la estimated that of the ten richest property owners 
in southern Alberta, five are and always have been citizens 
of the United States*11
If on© were to examine the location of most of the 
colonies In Canada, it would be clear that the statement ^ 
that the Hutterites destroy community life by purchase of 
large blocks of land near Canadian communities is unsound*
In most oases, the colonies are located at the outer edge of 
a settled area or along the bank of a river* A good example 
of this Is the Hutterville Colony, which has only one neigh­
bor to the south, and the remaining land south of the colony 
Is ranch land for a distance of twenty-four miles, to the 
American border*
It is sincerely felt by the Hutterites of Canada that
ithe people who welcomed them in 1934 do not now d©3ire them 
as neighbors, and that most of the arguments against them
Igrow from either envy of their productive lands or the hatred 
of a few toward a minority group. The Hutterites know that 
when they were admitted to Canada, it was known that they 
were conscientious objectors and lived communal lives. Fur-
\
theraore, the governments of the Dominion and of the Province
r
U A. J. F* Zieglsohmld, Das iqein-Oesohlohtaback de£ 
Hutterisehen Bruder* Hew York, 194?, p* 6S5.
m m  'ttat '«&* Kutta£t&es m m m &  %& as $&« #&|.y means
of il?eil&o©&# ant t&at %m Battsritas Jm<2 to buy Mat in 
av4«* to- exist*. ffeenefore* sine© aii things sow fa?om the 
, M M  a.M the ownership of tfc* $aoA is a ftiAftauMtteX right of 
a d«*0&*&9?f t&s %fcte?£ta$ te*% that theft- feeing #e$>rl?#i 
of that right is Jmsb .a step twm$& the p m M H H m  #£' aittl* 
M r  eights to- other members of that Ammwrnff
CHAPTER 7
THE PROBLEM OF THE CHURCH IB MONT ABA
In the period following World War II, Americans have 
been shocked at the persecution of minority groups In differ­
ent parte of the world* let here in America* a minority 
group is being opposed by the citizens of the. different states* 
This opposition has shown up especially in Montana, where a ̂  
religious group called the Hutterites are being ridiculed 
because of their beliefs, and even threatened with barn burn­
ing, by honest citizens who sincerely believe that they must 
strike out to protect themselves. Warren R* Austin, chief 
U# 3, delegate to the United Rations, in a statement at Lake 
Success concerning the persecution of Cardinal Mindszenty, a 
Czechoslovakian prelate, expresses the general American feel­
ing about persecution of minority groups as follows;
"The world has learned from bitter exper­ience that the persecution of religious groups Is not only an offense against the moral con­science of mankind, but is also a warning signal of the spread of tyranny and oppression 
of all kinds*That is why Americans' of all faiths, dedi­cated to the principles of democracy reaffirmed by the declaration of human rights, are alarmed 
and shocked by this ominous portent."*
*Dally MA,ssoullan. Feb. 8, 1949, p# 1*
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It this statement supposedly expresses the views of 
an American* then it is time we "put our own house in order."
Many people, however, feel that as yet the question of 
the Hutterites is not a problem* That is a ease of hiding 
one1© head in the sand for whenever the interests of one group 
slash with those of another, no matter how minor the causes,
1 * ia problem exists and must be recognized as such.
The opposition to the Hutterites in Montana, as present-£f
ed by those citizens who sincerely believe that the Hutterite
is a menace to their way of life, is based on moral, social
and economic grounds*
j ,Morally, their opposition arises from the fact that 
the Hutterite is a member of the ?<ell-known "peace churches" 
and non-resistance is to him an integral part of his religion,
Eis objection to war and participation in it has been 
one of the greatest causes for opposition to the church during 
the years* In the United States, during the first World War,^ 
many of them were imprisoned and tortured because of. their 
belief,8
80# Henry Smith, The Mennonltes* Berne, Indiana, 1920,
p* 317,"Some of the prisoners at tort Leavenworth, including Mennonltes and Hutterites, suffered tortures that would have done credit to the Medieval inquisition at the hands of pris­
on guards and officials, for refusing to perform certain services which they regarded as inconsistent with their re­ligious convictions. They were regarded by the prison author­
ities as ordinary criminals and not as political prisoners*
m
During World- isf II the of agricultural deferments
an# recognition of m©&*resistanoe a® reason for deferment 
from draft caused much ill .feeling* la lewis torn, Montana, \ 
where the Hutterites hare been •established aino© 1911, ill 
feeling grew m b  of the- fact that the young Batberlb© men ^ 
would earn© late- town an# people seeing them-fait that, it was 
unfair im  them to he home ba£ their here to- t»# at the tm m . 
f»h©lllg#n% eooperatioa between the head of the church and the: 
©1tisane of the town remor©# this feeling W  restricting.. the 
young men to the area ©f the mtmt* Jk&mMim to Bw* -Joseph 
tbahl, ails m  sm m hoys from the Hutterite colonies at lewis-* 
town were in the government sorrloo* some -of them wen ©erring
Borne -refneed to wrote on the ground that the prison was a part., of the military system! others for Various reasons, refused * to pa% m  the uniform! still: others refuse# to work because of sympathy for those who were discipline# for unjust causes* Some of these--men may hare carried their logic to unnecessary lengths, hut' no--matter what the provocation, there was no- Jus* tiflcation for the harsh measures adopted, in breaking the spirit of :fcbese;m@a, whose only crime was'a teniey eohseieaee* 
MmB$ the methods resorted to m m  eoatifcuous solitary con* 
timrnmb in ©ells- la a hole under the basement of. the prison, sleeping on a cement floor between foul blankets, full of rer* sin, read nisi-- write or- talk, manacled in a standing posture 
i m  nine hours a day to the hers Of a- cell* In addition, they were frequently heat on end tortured by the guards*
interview .with a preminent business man of lewislown 
who wishes to remain anonymous, but who 'is in a position tt . speak- with authority due to his dealing with the Hutterites*
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in Japan
In order to overcoat© tills moral objection the Hutter­
ite Church, along with the other "peace churches’*, such as 
Meimonite, Friends* Brethren and Methodists— with the Metho­
dists outnumbering even the Quakers*s permitted their young 
men to serve as "smoke Jumpers" in lieu of military service*^ 
Wot only did the young men participate in this type of fire^ 
control, but many helped in other phases of Park-work.6
typical of the smoke jumper Camps which housed these 
conscientious objectors was the one near Bine Mile, Montana. 
This camp was administered by the Mennonite Central Committee, 
which sent to each eamp a director and a camp nurse. The men 
were fed and housed by the government, but took core of their 
own discipline. For their service they received no pay, but^ 
were later granted a small clothing allowance by the govern­
ment. The m m  were orderly in town and the entire forest 
service, department was well impressed by their sincerity,7
-Interview with Rev. Joseph Stahl, April, 1949,
sSmoke Jumper. Bee, 1944, published by the men of Civil­ian public Service”̂ amp, 105, the smoke Jumpers camp? adminis­
tered by the Mennonite Central Committee with headquarters in 
Akron, Pennsylvania,
^Lewlstown Democrat Hews. May 4, 1945,
*frbur members oi the Hutterite Colony on Rock Creek win depart tonight for service at the government conscientious 
objectors work oamp, located at Belton, Montana."
^Interview with Miss Alio© Page of the TJ» S. Forest 
Service, Missoula, Montana, April, 1948.
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Since community ot goods is one of the distinguishing 
marks of the Hotter!tea, moral ©t|©otlois to them grows out 
of the average American* e fear of tJie word communism* The^ 
communism of the Hutterite Church grows from Acts & which ̂  
teaches m m m l m  of consumption only*' On a higher technical 
and economic level than primitive Christians, they have suc­
ceeded in establishing a communistic organization of produc­
tion and consumption under the command and discipline of 
•Christian love and the spirit of their Master#^ the Hutter­
ite households, with their families, each form a "body pol­
itic”, providing for the needs of their members under the 
guidance of religious principles of education, management of 
produetlon, consumption# trade and social welfare# including 
medical care and protection of the aged#®
The contrast which exists between Butterian communism/ 
and' modern Russian communism scarcely needs to be pointed
j/out* the one is founded ©a biblical teachings and Christian-- 
Ity and is purely religleuf* while the other is of a .politi- 
cal revolutionary nature# growing from a bitter class strug­
gle. ’ Russian communism is .irreligious and materialistic to
%ohn Hereeh# 2*hs Kutterian f^tj|$eji (MlfellM)» 
Goshen# Indiana# 1931, p* xvi.
9Xbid», p* xl#
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to ike core, presenting a militant atheism, teaching an un­
precedented hatred of God and anything that is divine* Hut- ^ 
terian communism is entirely voluntary, receiving Into member­
ship only those who meet certain religious conditions* 1'hls 
contrasts sharply with "Red ©ommdnlsia*, which clearly uses 
compulsion to accomplish its ends* "The Communist Party in 
Russia comprises only a small percentage of the population 
and is today ruling that unhappy land with the iron hand of 
terroristic dictatorship, in a word, "red" communism is in 
principle and method ̂ 0  the very reverse of Hutterlanism."10
^SpeialXy-the Hutterite is objections! in that he is ^ 
attempting to live apart from the world, and people do not 
understand him. Bis neighbors resent his refusal to accept 
the responsibility of citizenship. In a rural area any com­
munity needs the best efforts of all the people in the district 
to be really successful, and the Hutterite hangs back. He \ 
does not vote or hold office, but is a citizen of the Baited 
States, since our constitution expressly states “all persons 
born or naturalized in the Baited States, and subject to the 
Jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the Baited States and 
of the state wherein they reside.*** Religiously, however,
*°ibia,. p. xvi*
^Constitution of the Baited States* 14th Amendment, 
Sect* 1.
the Hutterite regards himself as a oltizen of the Heavenly
Kingdom aM.jioea^iu3t--take^at--aaturgaiaatloii papers* their 
fathers accepted Martin Luther’s idea that governments must 
use force because the human race had fallen into sin, but 
they differ with Luther by maintaining that executive admin­
istration and enforcement of law is not a Christian’s business 
since un-Christian principles have been used#12
The question of education is also one of the factors 
causing a lack of harmony in the social relationship between 
the Hutterite and his neighbor# People feel that education 
forms the background of society and conditions the manner in 
which governments function} that an adequate system of public 
education is a pre-requisite to a successful democracy. It 
Is this medium that brings together and resolves the eompos- 
' ite sects and racial groups in this country into Americans•
In its broad* philosophical aspect it provides the means 
whereby the individual may obtain a better enjoyment of life, 
and may become a more useful citizen who can make some con­
tribution to the country that shelters him*
As has been pointed out in chapter 3f the Hutterites^ 
do maintain good schools In their colonies* However, many 
citizens feel that the better qualified teachers do aot wish
^%ontana Farmer Stockman. Or eat Falls, Montana, Feb# 
1, 1948*
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to teach in Hutterite schools,, and therefor© Hutterite ohil* 
drm  receive somewbab inferior instruction. This they feel 
could he remedied by the Hutterite children attending the 
larger schools# Hutterite children.have only ten percent of 
their enrollment In the intermediate grades and none in high 
school*2,3 Most Hutterite pupils receive less than grade VIII^ 
standing, as they all leave school at fifteen yeara-of age*
The elders prefer to heap the young people of the colony from \ 
acquiring a higher education, because they are most anxious 
that their young people shall remain on the land as f a r m e r s *Id 
To do justice to the Hutterites it must be pointed out that 
they do feel that their schools are sufficient for their mode 
of living* They lend encouragement to the young men to learn 
practical trades such as carpentry, blacksmi thing, etc* They 
also permit their older children to take correspondence 
courses from high schools and colleges#!5 Reverend Joseph
i :
lSRenort of The legislative Committee Regarding the Land Salea 'feoEiBTtlon M f*" Ttbistdl" "Canada! 1918* This 
figure™ refers to the coMltlon existing in the .Canadian 
schools* Ho information on the Montana schools was available 
to me.
!4Ibld*
i^In an interview with Miss Anne Stahl of the King 
Colony Ranch at Lewistown, she stated that she had taken courses from the correspondence school of Montana State tJni~ 
varsity, even in Aeronautics# She is at present,,taking health education by correspondence from. Montana State normal School 
at Dillon, Montana*
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Stahl ot the king Colony Ranch at Lewistown sums up the 
Hutterite education as follows:
"the Hutterites are peaoerloving, law abiding citizens* they render all their dues; tribute to whoa tribute is due; custom 
to whom custom} fear to whom fear; and honor to whom honor is due# They have no peniten­tiary, crime or Juvenile delinquency records# 
They appreciate the wise Amerioan Government and wide awake Congressman* In their humble 
prayers they ask that the government be bless­ed with wisdom, Psalms 72:1,8# "Give the king thy Judgement, oh, God, and thy right­eousness unto the King*a son* He shall judge thy people with righteousness, and the poor with Judgement*"!®
Perhaps the greatest objection to the Hutterite Church 
is the economic one* Those who oppose the Hutterites on this 
ground say that when the oolonies settle near a town the 
value of property drops* This is true, and, at the risk of 
being facetious, may be illustrated as follows: Suppose a
man owned a newspaper business in a town* The Hutterites 
buy up large areas of land around the town, Now instead of 
selling five or sis newspapers to the families who formerly 
lived on the land bought by the Hutterites, he sells only 
one newspaper to the colony, thus he loses about four sales 
a day#^7
Another point of opposition to the Hutterites on eoo-
f*%rom an open letter from Rev# Joseph, Stahl to Miss 
Marion Fabrlch of the Teton County Citizen*s Committee, Aug* 194H
i7Thia is a weak illustration but was presented to me 
by a very intelligent public servant of Lewiotown, Montana,
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aomie grounds i* that they buy nothing from town,' instead^ 
dealing with wholesalers and depriving local buaiAesa' iat.it of 
their profits* it it | »  that the church attempts' to grow 
or manufacture ell its needs,, hut this is impossible, conse­
quently, the Elag Colony ianeh at £ewlat©«a, itentanai, spends ^ 
from fire to pin thousand dollars a year for groceries at a 
supermarket there *1® the Baiberit© feels that ill m ill 
should "mt ar|a# from their matn&aoturlng clothes or shoes, 
for they-mast bay the leather and wool cloth, thus the only 
loss is the cost of manufacturing which the local merchant 
does, not receive anyway.*
fhe greatest opposition m  the economic level arises /  
from the question of tarsi* 2* the article© of incorporation 
m  presented in a preceding, chapter3*9 it was shown that the 
Hutterite Colony at Lewistown-.wae 1} a religious society corp­
oration 2f a . non-profit' organisation 3} ©. community coopera­
tive 4} a corporation*. .As a religious society corporation the 
question, as ■ to whether Hutterite farmers must pay Montana, 
corporation, license tames'Will depend- on proof that. colony 
incomes are used solely for religious purposes* this item
not to support M s  arguments but merely to illustrate the.de­
preciation of -business In a town having near it three large 
colonies*
l%ntervisw with Miss Anne Stahl ■ of King. Oolong Bauch, lewlstcwn, Mont©®©,; April* w m  *& % e #  chapter in*
m
taken from a Montana newspaper testifies as %p the tax prob* 
loin, which exists la this sphere t
. "fhe board (state equalisation) will 
examine hooks and records of-the colonies 
to he submitted in support of their con**' teat ion that their money is used only for 
religious purposes,. Beligloue corporations 
are exeunt by law from paying corporation 
license taxes*
fhe hoard met yesterday with represent** 
at ire# of Augusta* Pondera and Chouteau But* 
torito- colonies» the colonies had been not* .̂x 
ified corporate taxes m m  due*' x
Colonies pay local and state property 
taxes without protest*
fhe Hutterites maintained the land being 
farmed is strictly’ "religious property" *
When John a . Matthews* hoard chairman* 
asked whether the church or the colony oper­
ates the lands* a colony spokesman replied*
"It*a the corporation#*-
Hutterites told the board,each Colony does \ 
not hold its own funds to use a# it pleases* .• 
but all expenditures must be approved by the j  
elder in Canada, head of the entire church and/ 
of all the colonies*^
testimony showed' that heads of each colony conferred often on financial policy*
The board was, told "all income is for the 
church— but we have to live and we have to 
branch out once, in awhile*"21
As a corporation the colony pays corporation
s%here Is some doubt as to whether this is particu­larly true. Many Hutterite Colonies In Montana did not come 
from Canada» and even though those colonies which have come to Montana in the past year may be under the eider in Canada, 
there is some doubt- that the old Montana colonies are subject 
to hi# rule* It has been impossible to'find any material 
either denying or substantiating this*
SlQreat Falls Tribune* Sunday* July 5, 1949,
•8
taxes and corporation M  mm® fees* As a community coopers-
U w  the Eutierite colony is not m  t&rtmafc# as other big
' -'Ybusiness cooperatives.** jRUst__pey_i.neaaeUba^0s* ,fM ' \
Uni tea States government collects from each j»l© member m m \
twenty-one m  Individual income tax sad also m  income tm
m  the whole as a corporation,*:
to summarise the Hufctorlfce problem in regard to taxes
on© mIgfct say they tre.iMi«ui oitixensansS they mm immzprn*
ateA uMey our ims m  a religious* cooperative corporabios*
they will bend to prosper as other tamers prosper* fM#
cannot b© avoided because obviously with their plaifi living "
and laefc of i n d i e s  tt»jr will accumulate profits; faster In
good times and1 be better able to stand tend times*' ftoy seem
' a2^te Dally Migaoullan &t Mm$f 3 %  I9#9 carried ibis article m  corporations and theobjection to. taem fey. M #  business because tfeej were exempt 
from federal income taxes* •' ^fyploal of "big-business* cooperative Corporations.* .• the income, tax' exemptions of which a m  ebjecbaa to by private 
companies: .
""il Smge feed mill, el water -and seed plant, of %st#*m 
States farmers’ Kxohaage. at Buffalo;, W* T*#. mined at>#e*408̂ 000* iasfern States %«©p does nearly lit million in voiume'annually .and is wholly tax exempt *..3} The l? ,,S0Q-haf yel-s*dsr petroleum refinery- of < Consumes Goepemtire Association* Kansas Oity* OCA owns-' four other ■ refineries, has interest In a fifth and operates 
994 oil wells* In' 1948 its. volume was #S4 million and profits 
In excess of |S million* *
to have tax advantages and yet, it j m  look at them as a 
church, they are aot tax free as other churches. If you look 
at them as a cooperative they are aot taxed as one, hut are 
forced to distribute their eatire aet gala aad pay taxes on 
it each year, ^
As yet there has been no effort on the part of the 
Montana legislature (to attemptj to bring about a solution to 
the Hutterite problem. This does not mean that those who 
oppose the church have been inactive, Sincere and honest 
citizens have banded together to fora citizenship committees' 
and are endeavoring to bring action by applying pressure upon 
their representatives* Many hot heads have advocated direct 
action| but so far it has been avoided* Others, through 
stories such as the one related here, but for which it has 
been Impossible to find definite proof, have attempted to 
lower the Hutterite in the eyes of the people of Montana*
The story is told of a young Hutterite who ran up a bill of 
fifty dollars in a local tavern, and when pressed for payment, 
it was necessary for the head of the colony to make restitu­
tion, Knowing the bill would be paid, the young Hutterite 
asked the tavern owner to double the amount and then they 
would split the difference.
Also used by the enemies of the church are unfounded 
hewspaper items such as this taken from a Montana papers
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"Wiille we are speaking directly of the sect called Hutterites* still we wish it 
understood clearly that there are many other branches of the same hind of belief, such as Hussites, Maononites, Doukabours, Amiah and on and on and on* * • •
The last of these people to arrive within our state are the Hutterites who purchased three tracts of irrigated farm lands and moved in in a body from Canada* One group is near Augusta and two groups are near Choteau* It is alleged that 
every last male in the three groups were armed with American citizenship papers . when they crossed the boundary line* How 
this was accomplished we do not know, but it must be remembered, it usually takes an alien four years In order to earn citizen­ship rights in the trnlted States and that after he has settled here*They are communists and make no pre­tense otherwise* They live in communities and everything is owned in common* Their schools teach a limited course of studies, or so it is fair to believe, and all teach­ing is done in a foreign language*The Hutterites arrived in Montana and already within the past few months, they have created much disturbance* They abso­lutely Ignore all state laws they possibly can and they refuse to pay the local taxes* 
* « ■*• They are to be classed with the animal of. the_field when it comes to intel­
lect* *'* *"S3
The above "news item" and story has been included 
to show how opposition can be built up against any
23Bardln Tribune Herald* Hardin, Montana, April 1949
m&mvitf X* is m  aeepet to tiie f£utte*lto tfcst he Is ■
opposed is. and M s  l6«Nl t&ie o$j>©@itios
is afeiy oistod ly.EstsrfM fsaepli ttsiii of Msg -Qelmy ItaMh, 
Imletowm, Is m  apm address IS I M  seofolasy of -Itos felon 
Coa&ty ditl&aasilip Camdttmf
nFaim  iias W  'poos settlors slseo the beginning of 
t iJ8%  tfeevofm re we am  l i t t l e  d is ta s te d *"24 . '
24sOpen addtess fey Heir*. IsssfJi StabX. lo list Mafias 
fafeslafe* of Teton Ooanty Qitlsess CwBmibbee*...
CHAPTER VI
THE FUTURE OF THE CHURCH
The future of the Hutterische Church is one of darkest 
grey* With the old colonies of many years ago, when trans­
portation was poor and a trip to town a rare occasion, the 
problems of living as a group were not so complex* Today, 
however, as the Hutterites are constantly pushed into more 
settled areas, and as civilization constantly pushes itself 
upon them, external friction with County, State and Nation 
takes place. This friction In its final analysis Is primarily 
a culture conflict, Such oonfllot has often resulted in a 
life and death drama being enaoted in the United States Army* a 
camps for conscientious objectors* It has also been enaoted 
in the Supreme Court of the United States where the Churoh 
has been waging a losing battle for the right to retain their 
charters as corporations. Further evidenoe that the Church 
is losing its battle in the Supreme Court is the recent de­
cision by the Court "that zoning laws made to keep certain 
neighborhoods white or white and non-asiatic, are purely pri-
*0. Henry Smith, The Coming of the Russian Hennonltes. 
Berne, Ind., 1987, pp. 3
vote agreements and cannot be enforced in law*"2 Therefore, 
if landowners in parte of Montana or elsewhere in the United \ 
States feel that the Hutterites are not economically or soo- 1 
ia^ly desirable citizens, nothing prevents those landowners
/
from agreeing not to sell their land either direotly or in- / 
directly to this religious body# These external conflicts 
have tended to drive the colonists closer together. However,* 
the greatest worry facing the leaders of the Hutterite Church 
today is the natural conflicts arising within the Church 
itself#
first among the Internal conflicts In the Hutterische 
community is a natural enmity existing between the Institu­
tions of family and community. In this sociological bottle 
between the two institutions the community has the upper hand 
at the present time. In the Hutterite community the economic 
unity of the family is practically non-existent since the 
father has no more economic Interest for his family than for 
any other family in the community. The role of the mother 
materially is non-existent as food is prepared in oommon 
kitchens and served in a common dining hall. Children learn
2Shelley Vs Kramer. 334, TJ# 8# -1 (1948)
m
icnot to look to tlie family for support Out to the community*®
The family Is also the enemy of the community in that when
' :
an issue arises* loyalty to the family is likely to he strong* 
er than loyalty to the group* The drive of parental love has & 
not been conquered in Hutterite communities in spite of four 
centuries of culture control#4'
Another problem arises from the fact that the putter* 
it© colonies are making money* They cannot help but do so as 
their standard of living is not as high as members of the 
community which surrounds it*5 With the increase in capital 
there is also an increase in the demands of its members for 
more money for themselves and their families* That the dan­
ger of the desire for more money, to the community, is fully 
recognized by Hutterische community leaders is attested by 
this statement made by one of them, "It happens to the young­
er boys* They wish money* But we don’t allow that# Kill 
it as soon as it happens* Don’t allow them to do it* Money
%ee Emerson Beets, "Origin of Conflict in the Hutter­
ische Community”, American Sociological JublloaMons* Univer­sity Press, Chicago, ill*, 19w , Yol* XXIv, p« 133*
4Ibld*. p. 132.
information was received during an interview 
with a prominent business man of lewistown, Montana* .Though 
he is anonymous he has had business dealings with the Hutter­ite colonies and Is therefore in a position to speak with 
authority* (April, 1949) 1
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and 141a times are baa**6
Recognised alee as a threat to the future of the 
Church is the fact that there "been centuries of inter- 
breeding among the Hutterite families* Outside marriages are 
rare* "Howadays a young man is often assigned to work at ^ 
another colony, and there he is guided in his search for a 
wife by the pastor, who, consulting the Stamnbaum, (genea­
logical chart), may advise which girls are eligible* Once ^ 
in a while a Mennonite girl or an Old Order Amish maiden from
outside is courted by a Hutterite, but this is rare, for
. *•young men know that marrying in "mixed style* is frowned up- 
on**7 In spite of the above custom regarding the marriages 
of its members the Hutterisoh Church points out with pride 
that none, of its members have ever been confined to a state 
mental institution,® Supposedly feeble mindedness is one of 
the results of interbreeding. During an interview with Miss 
Anne Stahl of the King Ranch Colony at Lewistown, Montana, 
she expressed the belief that this was perhaps due to the 
fact that the exercise and diet of the people prevented any 
ill effects*
®Lee.Emerson Deets, "Origin of Conflict in the Hutter- isohe Community,* American Sociological publications, Cniver- 
slty Pposs ̂ CMQ&IJO$ XXi# ̂ x93w|, VoX* XXETTp' p * X 34f♦
%arcus Bach, "Experiment In Contentment", Coronet 
Magazine, June, 1946, Vol. XX, Ho. 2, p. 135.
©Interview with Miss Anne Stahl of the King Ranch Col­
ony at Lewistown, Montana, April, 1949*
n
Tbore ar© many other conflicts arising within the 
Church* Among these are: {1} a recognized discrepancy he* 
tween the outmoded folkways and mores and present conditions,
such as the use of automobiles and permitting one*© picture
(
to he taken* These folkways are being cast off by rational!* 
zatloii, a good example of which is found in this statement 
by Joseph Kinsey Howard of Great #alls, Montana:
"Men are permitted to drink wine or beer and men often stop at bars. Whiskey and other spirits are supposed to be forbidden as is tobacco in any form, but when a drink of hard liquor is offered, they frequently accept * This has caused some suspicious Westerners to believe that the colonists are too cheap to buy whiskey, but the 
Sect’s leaders explain that the men accept the drink to avoid giving offense, even though this requires a minor compromise with principal« c^)j
(S) social control over the assignment of work and distribu* 
tioa of privileges such as trips to town, eto* (3) conflicts 
caused by increasing contact with outside culture* This has
been used as a method for destroying the ohureh by its ene*
;
sties* The feelings of the Hutterite leaders toward this type 
of attack are clearly presented in this paragraph taken from 
an open letter written by Rev. Stahl of Lewlstown, Montana
%oseph Kinsey Howqrd, "The Batterltes; a Puzzle for 
Patriots", The Pielfle Spectator. Stanford fniverstty Press, 
Stanford, .cHIifornHT"Winter ibdS, p., 33*;.
to a member of the Teton County’s Citizen’s Committee* "in 
another article it is stated that you suggested being good 
to the Hutterites in order to win them over. You would make 
little progress since all Hutterites are very well oared and 
provided for."2,0
This long list of trials and tribulations must not 
lead one to believe that there is no hope for the Hutterische
Brethren for there are some rays of sunshine in the future ^
of the Church. In the United States itself a group of Mor*^
moas living near Salt lake City, Utah, have broken away from
the Mormon Church and have made arrangements to eater the
11Hutterite Church* In October of 1948 Dr* flem Denning and 
Gustav Adams of Salt hake City made a number of visits to the 
Milford Colony near Augusta, Montana. Here they studied the 
oolony’s plan of communal living which they wished to use
i *also in the Aaromite Colony, soon to be located about SCO
12miles from Salt Lake City. This group of about ISO men, 
women and children have already purchased or filed homestead
10From a direct address by Rev. Joseph Stahl of King Ranch Colony, Lowlatown, Montana, to Mrs. Marion Fabrich, 
Secretary of Teton County Citizen’s Committee, 1048*
had the privilege, while visiting King Ranch Col­ony at Lewistovm, Montana, of reading a letter sent to Rev. 
Joseph Stahl of the above colony, from this group.
*8Great Falla Tribune. Great Falls, Montana, Oct, 13,
1948.
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claims for about 6,000 sores of land* The colony will be
100 miles from the nearest railroad and is now waiting to
open roads, to Its future home*
Hope also exists in the Hutterite Church that it may £
send some of its members to a new horn© in Mexico* There are^
at present strong Hennonite settlements there* especially In
13the state of Durango.'*' last year delegates of the church 
traveled to Mexico City* where they conferred with officials 
on the question of settlement* In the party were A, K, Kas*
akoff and his.son* George, who are colonisation agents *
✓
Bishop John Wurs, ranking Hutterite leader from the Wilson 
Colony* southeast of Aethbridge* Canada, Rev. Charles Waldner, 
leader of the West Haley Colony and Rev* John Waldner, Mag* 
rath Colony**4 With conditions in Mexico being so unsettled* 
there has as yet been no announcement as to the success or 
failure of the Mexican negotiations*
Perhaps the brightest hope for the Hutterische Church ̂  
is the tiny South American country o|L£araguay. Here a nation 
hopes to build up its depleted man power by offering to the 
unwanted peoples of the world land and protection from the
• » i * *
*%ehhbn£te life, North Newton, Kansas, April, 1947*
14great galls Tribune,. Great falls, Montana, Sunday, 
Nov, 14, TOST
oppression of required military service* to toe Hutterite* 
it i* a promised land where it* youth can once again he reared 
in accordance with toe law* of the church, untainted by the 
evils of modern civilisation.
At present there are too oolonies of Hutterites in 
Paraguay numbering about 480 people* These people are mem­
bers of the former "Bruderhof Wttehof" whioh had formerly been 
loeated at the edge of the Ihoa Hills, sixty miles east of 
Frankfurt, 0®m a n y . 15 xa 1037 religious persecution in the 
Reich forced them to flee to Bngland* With the coming of the 
second World War the Hutterites, who are pacifists, decided 
to leave this refuge* Paraguay offered them land, and 33d 
men, women and children left for this frontier in the tropi­
cal wilderness* This account tells of the journey of the Hut* 
terltes to their new homeI
'’Landing at Buenos Aires, we then journeyed
m a c  th.f D M  expected • For many days more a small barge, attached by ropes to another beat, carried them up the Paraguay liver to the town of Puerto Casado, just north of the Tropic of Capricorn.A primitive railroad bore than deeper into the interior. They described it as looking like the 11 first Iron horses” which snorted over the plains in the Waited States in 1860. It took the train eleven hours to cover a hundred
^Harold §* Bender, "The lew Hutterite Bruderhof in Ger~
iar* uocaitiona. espeoiai-
many*, cnnstian Monitor. Men*Fan* nouse, sect tea xe pa*, #an 
1931, p H C
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miles* At the end of the rail line they loaded themselves and their belongings 
into wagons whioh carried them to the little Mennonite colony of Filadelfioi, deep in the Paraguayan wilderness. But even this was not the end of their jotirney#.. After a so­journ in the hot insect infested jungle of the Chaco, they heard of a land in Alto, Paraguay, on the other side of the Paraguayan River which was known as Primavera (land of springtime)• la this rolling forested conn- try, they have finally settled down to build permanent homes,”16
This movement to Paraguay is no minor immigration. It 
is a major undertaking of the entire Meanonite Church* To
the ten thousand displaced Mennonltes in the halted States
!
' ' and British zones of Germany they are sending chartered ships.
The displaced persons, mostly of Dutch extraction, will be 
carried (2,000 at a time) to Paraguay where they will join 
the Butter!te and Mennonite refugees from the United States 
and Canada* Here they will be supplied by the Mennonite Cen­
tral Committee with farmland, tools and seed with which to 
take up their simple lives* In 1946, the Central Committee 
spent #3,000,000, an average Mennonite contribution of #15* 
1947 resettlement of £>• P#*s and others will cost an estimated 
#2,500,000* Most Kennonites have come to regard such assess­
ments as an inescapable price of sheeplike living in a wolves' 
world,*7 Typical of the organization in one Mennonite Commun-
*6Scholastlc (The American High School Weekly), Dayton, 
Ohio, October 0,1941, vox* xjuqx, ho* 4, p« 6*
17flna. He® SoPk, Fob. 10, 104?, fOl.SUX, HO. 6, p. «0.
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ity for relief of these people is this: "Food, clothing,
farm machinery and ouch essentials as sewing machines, some 
of them almost new, are leaving Newton, Kansas,almost every 
week for the jungles of Paraguay and Craguay. There, defying 
nature and periodic native uprisings, displaced : ennonltes 
from Germany, behind the Iron Curtain, and even from Canada, 
are carving new homes out of the virgin soil* At Bethel 
College, an amateur Installed wireless setup keeps in constant 
touch with the colonies south of the border and there have 
been transcontinental wireless conferences among iiennonite 
community leaders in Kansas and the Chaco# New is the drive 
to send plows, disks, cultivators, wagons and other horse- 
drawn equipment to the South American settlers# hach family 
can be given only *100 to start their farm, and sometimes 
ten of the newcomers have to share a single plow.**8
In 1524 Conrad Grebel, leader of an earnest little 
band of Swiss Bible students wrote, "True, believing Chris­
tians are as sheep in the midst of wolves."1® This tiny band 
of students later became known as the Hutterites and Leonon- 
ites# Today their descendants are still conscious of leader 
Grebel*s words and so are doing their best to get some of 
their brother sheep to safer pastures.
^Christian Science ionltor. Boston, Londay, Kay 6, 1949*
fcfrrlme. u m  'fork, £eb. 10, 1947, Vbl* axju., no* 6, p# 40.
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